
Innovations in screening to 
reduce inequalities 
Northland’s Story
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This is Northland’s story on how we endeavoured to maintain an equitable screening service during Covid levels 4, 3 and beyond



Level 4 Lockdown

April 2020
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Level 4 Lockdown meant we were reduced to providing essential services only.We were able to maintain inpatient screening Although the average in patient stay was  less than 6 hrs. so our window of opportunity was limitedAll Out Patient Clinics were paused



Level 4 Lockdown impacts

Factors
Limited Screening inpatient 
units only

 Kaitaia
 Bay of Islands
 Whangarei & SCBU

Increase in home births

Fear of Covid 

Kaitaia

Bay of Island

Whangarei
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Level 4 Lockdown - so what did it look like for our teamNewborn Hearing Screening continued to be offered 7 days a week at the main base hospital in Whangarei and the Special Care Baby Unit.At the two rural hospitals the screeners checked daily to see if there were any babies before heading inWhat did we findThere was a marked increase in home birthsThe fear of Covid caused some mums to either decline screening or they wish to defer until the risk of Covid was gone



Wider Vision & Hearing Team

VHT’s & MEC’s
• VHT staff redeployed to 

assist at Covid Testing 
Centres 

• MEC Speciality Nurses 
redeployed to Covid Testing 
Centres Covid 

• Administrators 
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For the wider team - Where possible our non essential staff were redeployed The Newborn Hearing Team continued to screen inpatientsWhilst the wider Vision and Hearing Team were redeployed  Vision & Hearing Screeners were rostered to work at the Covid testing centres as greeters and to assist with traffic controlMobile Ear Speciality Nurses  were rostered as Swabbers at the Covid testing centresOur Administrators  - tried to maintain business as usual they continued to run daily ward audits and update our spreadsheet with new births etc                                      They also supported the wider Public Health team where needed, an example would be the mass mail outs to all Northland                                        children and elderly offering free flu vaccination vouchers



Move to Covid Alert Level 3

Review of births and 
unscreened babies
Target
• 1) aABR3 rescreens
• 2) Hospital births that

missed screening
• 3) Home births

• Development of a 
Manual of Operations

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Newborn Hearing  
Covid-19 Screening 
 Manual of Operations 
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The move to alert level 3  at the end of April gave us the opportunity to look at what was needed to catch up on any missed screeningWe developed A Manual of Operations Which outlined our Testing Criteria.  Priority was given to:1) Rescreens aABR3 rescreen2) Hospital and 3)Home births that missed screening born during February, March and the first 2 weeks of AprilOperation Processes includedAppointment booking - what needed to be covered, i.e. risk assessment, what to do on arrival etcClinic venue processesPersonal Protective Equipment (PPE) at Level 3 & Level 2Screening eventCleaning between screens



Target Areas of Births

Feb     Mar     Apr    
Whangarei 136    152      125 
Kaitaia 15 14          8
BOI 17 12          9
Dargaville 0        0 0
Rawene 3 3 4
Home 18 20 36
Other 4 11          4
Total births                193 212     186
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Review of Birth dataReviewWe reviewed all the births and considered the babies demographics i.e. where did they liveIdeasOur normal screening out patient venues were still closed. So the Service needed to be taken to the consumerWe identified that Whangarei had the majority of births, seen here in redOf note: The sharp increase in the numbers of home birth particularly in April highlighted in greenWhilst in patient screening was being mainlined we were very much aware that those who had missed screening were getting older and the window of screening was closingOne amazing thing from Covid was the opportunity to think outside the box. We had a highly skilled, well resourced wider team that we could utilise. Pre Covid we had provided home visits to those unable to get to a clinic but this was not an option particularly with the numbers needing to be screened.So an alternative - was for us to take a venue to them - Introduction of Operation EARS



Introducing Northland’s 
Mobile Ear Clinic Trucks EARS 
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Northland’s 3 Mobile Ear Clinic Trucks were deemed as non essential so were not operational So we took the opportunity to enlist their services. This allowed us to not only have the mobile clinic to take as a venue where we needed to go but also gave us an experienced RN to answer any Covid queries and carry out a health screen prior to anyone leaving their vehicle. This not only allayed fears from mums but also from our screeners The trucks were self contained, with their own power and water supply



Pre 
Appointment

Phone triage 
booking

Whole team 
effort
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We knew who had missed the option of screening so now began the task of contacting them. We all took part in phoning families to offer screening. For those of you who do this on a regular basis will understand this can be an arduous task.  On this occasion the lockdown made our job slightly easier as people were home. In fact the prospect of getting out of the house was welcomed.Families were provided with the routine Newborn screening information and asked if they would like their babies hearing screened. They were offered the choice of where they would like to attend, their preferred time and choice of dayRoutine questioning for Covid along with a Contact risk assessment was carried out at booking– They were asked “Have you or anyone in your household been unwell, or been overseas in the last couple of weeks or been in contact with anyone who has”They were then provided with Instructions on what to do when at hearing clinic - advised only one person could attend with babyAsked to remain in car until collected by screenerReminder texts were also sent the day before.On occasions special arrangements were made to stop on route. For example: a mum had had her car stolen at a petrol station, she had actually been on her way to her original babies hearing screen. The car was stolen with baby still inside the car. Fortunately when the car thief noticed the baby he abandoned his attempt and mum was able to retrieve baby and car safely.To support mum and reduce any anxiety we offered to park at the end of her drive on our way through so she didn’t need to go out in her car



Mobile Clinic 
Locations

Kaitaia
Kerikeri
Kaikohe
Hikurangi
Kamo
Tikipunga
Raumanga
Whangarei
Onerahi
Dargaville

Dargaville Onerahi
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Tikipunga

Hikurangi
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The Mobile Clinic Locations were decided by the physical addresses of the babiesThe bulk of our focus was the Whangarei and surrounding areas. Rather than just the mobile truck we utilised the Maternity Community Building in central Whangarei which was currently closed. The large building gave us space to offer two independent teams via separate entrances to maintain social distancing and minimise any further risks.On many days we would be operating two or three clinics – For example 2 would be operating in Whangarei whilst a third was out in the peripheral area. Of course these were in addition to the normal daily in-patient screenings at the 3 Hospital sites



Clinic Day Management
At Booking and on Clinic Day 

• Covid risk assessment 
• Precautions in place

Team Roles
• Greeter
• RN
• Screener
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Clinic Day – Regardless of venueMums were greeted on arrival and reminded to stay in car until collected by screenerThey were then directed to an allocated parking bay ensuring safe distancing from other cars.MEC RNRepeated  Health / Contact  Screening Reminded whanau only one person to go in with babyNewborn Hearing ScreenerWaited for baby to be settled to minimise time in clinic venueScreened as per protocol



Outcome
Venues       Number of clinics

• Kaitaia 1 
• Kerikeri 1 
• Kaikohe 1 
• Hikurangi 1
• Kamo 1
• Tikipunga 1
• Raumanga 1
• Whangarei 8
• Onerahi 2
• Dargaville 1

• 1st - 15th May 

• 18 Clinics

• 168 Appointment 
slots

• 151 Appointments 
booked
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Operation EARSWhat was achievedIn the two week catch up period from 1st – 15th May we operated a total of 18 clinics 168 appointment slots were openedOf those we managed to fill 151 appointments



Operation EARS Outcome
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Of the 151 appointments made104 babies were screenedThere were 3 declines when followed up on the day for non attendance5 cancellationsAnd 4 rescheduled for a later dateSadly we lost 35 as despite numerous attempts and offers of appointments these babies were never brought for screening and were finally classed as declines 



In patient Screening & 
Operation EARS 

Outcome
Summary
Outcome
• Pass
• Pass T/F-up
• Referred
• Declined
• DNA
• Incomplete
• Lost Contact
• Missed
• Transferred
• Ref by Paed
• Screened Elsewhere
• Deceased
• Total

Results
Feb Mar Apr
160 162 161
1 8 3
2 4 1
11 17 10
8 12 6
0 0 0
0 0 0
4 4 3
5 4 2
0 0 0
2 1 0
0 0 0
193 212 186
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In summary – The Combined results of in-patient and ‘Operation Ears’For babies born during the period February, March and the first 2 weeks of April                                                                          ResultsTotal births                193       212     186              591Screened                    170       179     167              516	Not screened               23         33       19                75



Screening Results

Of the 104 babies

• 103 passed

• 1 referral 
Right Ear profound sensorineural hearing loss
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Screening ResultsOf the 104 babies that were screened during this two week Operation EARS massive undertaking 103 babies passed their screenOne of the screens carried out on the 14th May on a baby born in early April showed he had Right Ear profound sensorineural hearing lossHe was referred to Audiology on the same day and was subsequently seen in Audiology on the 25th May



Newborn Screening Data 2020 Covid 
Level 3 
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The comparison of the first and second quarter stats are very similar despite the Level 3 restrictionsThe percentage offered and eventually screened wasFirst quarter 88.4%Second quarter 96.9% 



Our Learnings
Changes we have been able to adopt

Short term
• Value of engagement

Long term

• Freephone 0800 number

• Change in the way we think
and in the way we operate
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Our relationships with each other and other providers is stronger. Everyone worked above and beyond what was expected of them, these were long tiring daysEvery attempt was made to get the offer of screening out to every baby One of our significant learnings was the huge value in engagement. Talking to families, listening to their concerns. Finding out that barriers were not always what we thought they were. A simple offer to stop the mobile truck by a school near a home made all the difference. Establishing an 0800 number has been invaluable for parents to get in touch with us to reschedule if necessaryThe Mobile Trucks were well utilised and since their use with the Newborn Hearing Service they have been called on to be part of the fight against Covid. Providing shelter and respite areas for the frontline Covid staffIn addition they have been used for outreach catch up childhood immunisation clinics and more recently provided venues for Youth Health Clinics. We no longer think of it as ‘our service’ what suits our roster, location, day of the week, what we have always done but rather what meets the needs of the consumer, what works best for them and our communities to ensure an equitable service
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